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Motivation/Context
! There is interest by a group of physicists (led by U. of Victoria, CDN) to
upgrade SuperKEKB to polarized electrons after the hi-lumi program is
complete.
! Many immediate questions, one of them being “How do we get longitudinal
polarization at the IP?”
–
–
–
–
–

Spin rotators (cf. HERA) up-and downstream of the IP.
A practical solution should not disturb the geometry of the lattice
Any practical solution cannot affect emittance and beam dynamics too much.
Highly desirable to be able to restore the present lattice by turning off the spin rotators.
Electron ring is 7 GeV (High Energy Ring). 4 GeV posi’s in LER remain unpolarized.

! Since EIC is planning polarization capability, this work may be of interest.
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Spin Rotators
! Simplest rotator: Richter-Schwitters vertical-dipole rotator.
– large excursion tilt the detector, no way to fit into an existing machine.

! HERA used interleaved horizontal and vertical dipoles. To change helicity,
they mechanically moved (by maybe 20-40 cm).
– still large excursions and quite long. vertical dipoles enlarge vertical emittance.

! Solenoid-dipole rotators with decoupling section(s)
– use solenoids to rotate polarization vector into plane, ring dipoles to orient longitudinally.
– in simplest form require specific bending to IP; decoupling quadrupole section (≥ 5 quads)
– Note: Strong spin matching requires “S” shape geometry: Not possible in SuperKEKB
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Compact Rotator
! S/C technology allows building of multi-function magnets,
– Can we overlay solenoid, dipole and the decoupling quadrupoles in one magnet??
– (inspired by BNL “Direct Winding” technique)

! Q: What is the spin-rotation of a combined-function solenoid and dipole?
! Ans (spinor matrix):

al is spin prec. angle in solenoid, av is spin prec. angle in dipole (full angle)

! This model is exact with no approximations beyond those inherent in 1st
order spin matrices.
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Decoupling
! Overlaying 6 skew quadrupoles at various skew angles allows
decoupling of such a rotator at least in principle:
– A.A. Zholents, V.N. Litvinenko, “On the Compensation of Solenoid Field Effect by
quadrupole Lenses“, (I. Schulz-Dahlen, Trans), BINP-81-80 (1984)

! This was done with a slice model:
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Lattice Locations for Spin Rotator Solenoid(s)
! Bmad run of
sher_5870:
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Ip (@ 0 m)
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– Pi/2 point is within
BLA4LE # 2,
3.823 m from left
– insert solenoid at arrow
for longitudinal poln
@ IP
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SuperKEKB Rotator
! Three of these make up the whole rotation;
– solenoid strengths: 0.095734, 0.095734, 0.02077 m–1
– 4.47 T, 5.9 m ea: 26.37 Tm for two (BLA4LE); the 3rd one (B2E) is about 1/5. of the others.
– With the solenoids & skew quads off the rotators reduce to pure dipoles.

! The ring magnets make up the horizontal rotation.
! It turns out the three solenoids give flexibility in the rotator location as well as
ability to tune the spin angle at the IP.
! Sketch of rotator magnet
(1 of 3):
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vertical dispersion to avoid increasing vertical emittance. Since the solenoid strength nearly doubled, stronger quadrupoles are required to obtain a good compensation. For B2E, all quadrupoles
remained under k1 = 0.5 m 2 . But for BLA4LE, the new minimized maximum quadrupole strength
is k1 = 1.5 m 2 or 35 T/m, which requires a 2.8 T magnetic field at r = 8 cm. At the end of each
spin rotator magnet, the x-y planes are fully decoupled and the vertical dispersion is minimized.

Bmad Calculation

3.4 Match to Lattice
parameters and optics matching: Bmad (Sagan et al.).
! For accurate
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We inserted –theBmad
two stand-alone
the existing
does models
spin into
tracking
as lattice,
well.sher 5780, and control the
quadrupoles near the spin rotator magnets to match Twiss parameters and horizontal dispersion
such that the spin
rotator is transparent
to the can
system.model
The betathe
functions
and dispersions must
element
combined– sol_quad
also be limited to a sensible range. Quadrupole QLA4LE to QD5E were altered and noted with
function magnets
additional A/B in the name. We first used QLA6LE to QLA10LE to bring the beta functions
between 150-170• mdipole
to a reasonable
rangeas
(< kicks,
1000 m),need
then used
QLA9LE
to QD3E to further
modeled
patch
elements
control the beta functions between 170-190 m to lower values (< 400 m). Using this result as a
to fix orbit, but dispersion & spin ok.
starting point, we successfully fit the strengths of the triplet and quadruplet around the B2E dipole
to match the beta, alpha and horizontal dispersion to the values in the original lattice. The overall
R matrix shows that the o↵-diagonal coupling terms are reasonably small.
2
3
11.33
0.3086
3.098 ⇥ 10 5
4.25 ⇥ 10 6 0 0.2377
6
1.096
0.05839
2.69 ⇥ 10 6
4.4 ⇥ 10 7 0 0.042107
6
7
6 6.65 ⇥ 10 6 7.01 ⇥ 10 6
7
18.82
0.08484
0
0.06507
6
7
(3)
6
3 0 0.00378 7
6 4.50 ⇥ 10 6
5.07
⇥
10
13.24
6.549
⇥
10
6
7
4
0.7377
8.929 ⇥ 10 4
0.7904
1.057 ⇥ 10 4 1 0.054135
0
0
0
0
0
1

! Overall R matrix:

bad,1. vertical
dispersion may be issue
– not tooTable.
R matrix of the spin rotator.

! Solenoid: ≤ 4.45 T; quads ≤ 35 T/m;
Dipole 0.28 T3.5 Slice Model
To decrease the e↵ect of orbit excursion, we sliced each section of the magnet into 4 pieces and
fix the orbit after each slice. This e↵ectively reduces the excursion by a U.
factor
of 16. Section 3.2-3.4
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were repeated for the slice model. The quadrupole strengths are within the same upper limit. The
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Overall Effect of Rotator
! Some noticeable effect on emittances needs to be assessed
! Chromaticities are clearly not acceptable;
– turns out there are sextupoles within the rotator that need retuning.

Parameter
Emittance x
Emittance y
Alpha Damp x
Alpha Damp y
Damping Partition x
Damping Partition y
Chromaticity x
Chromaticity x
Momentum Compaction

Without Rotator
4.44⇥10 9
1.88⇥10 12
1.79⇥10 4
1.79⇥10 4
0.999667
1.001851
3.953515
6.595477
4.54⇥10 4
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With Rotator
5.42⇥10 9
9.70⇥10 12
2.54⇥10 4
1.81⇥10 4
1.420164
1.013181
-82.933671
-17.182644
4.58⇥10 4
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Table. 2. Comparison of machine parameters.
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Magnet Properties
! The magnet will have to be warm-bore to accommodate cooling and X-ray
shielding
– needs significant extra aperture.

! The quadrupole strength is a concern
– for the magnet coils: need to limit at or below 3T at coil
– for beam dynamics: chromaticity, aberrations.
• Maybe enforcing (anti-) symmetry helps?

! Tunability of skew-quadrupole angle
– splitting the quadrupole coil into upright and skew would help; at the expense of # circuits.

! Vertical dispersion and decoupling seem to be somewhat anti-correlated.
– that trade-off needs exploring.

! Bmad model needs refinement
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Summary
! A compact spin-rotator arrangement has been found that fulfills some of the
requirements:
– fits into machine geometry; optical match can be found; field parameters not crazy.
– spin-rotation angle and rotation axis can be tuned. Rotator can be turned off to restore
original optics.
– effect on lattice noticeable, remains to be assessed and optimized.
– 2nd spin rotator and tracking remain to be done.

! Maybe has promise for the EIC designs?
! David Sagan answered numerous naïve questions by Yours Truly and
updated the code for us.
! Brett Parker looked at an earlier version of the magnet and gave valuable
advise on what is doable and the parameter limits.
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